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Abstract
The next generation of very-short-baseline reactor experiments will require compact detectors
operating at surface level and close to a nuclear reactor. This paper presents a new detector
concept based on a composite solid scintillator technology. The detector target uses cubes of
polyvinyltoluene interleaved with 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) phosphor screens to detect the products of the
inverse beta decay reaction. A multi-tonne detector system built from these individual cells can
provide precise localisation of scintillation signals, making efficient use of the detector volume.
Monte Carlo simulations indicate that a neutron capture efficiency of over 70 % is achievable with
a sufficient number of 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) screens per cube and that an appropriate segmentation enables
a measurement of the positron energy which is not limited by γ-ray leakage. First measurements of
a single cell indicate that a very good neutron-gamma discrimination and high neutron detection
efficiency can be obtained with adequate triggering techniques. The light yield from positron
signals has been measured, showing that an energy resolution of 14%/
√
E(MeV) is achievable
with high uniformity. A preliminary neutrino signal analysis has been developed, using selection
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criteria for pulse shape, energy, time structure and energy spatial distribution and showing that
an antineutrino efficiency of 40% can be achieved. It also shows that the fine segmentation of the
detector can be used to significantly decrease both correlated and accidental backgrounds.
Keywords: antineutrino, sterile neutrino, 6LiF:ZnS
1. Introduction
1.1. Reactor ν¯e detection
The most widely used process to detect ν¯eoriginating from nuclear reactors is the inverse beta
decay (IBD) reaction, which is the highest cross-section interaction process at typical reactor
energies:
ν¯e + p→ n + e+ (Eν¯e > 1.805 MeV). (1)
Previous reactor neutrino experiments conducted at distances of less than 100 m from the
antineutrino source have used a variety of techniques to measure the rate and energy spectrum of
ν¯e. Most approaches are sensitive to both the positron and the neutron in the final state, which
are detected within a short time of each other. This coincidence technique, pioneered by Cowan
and Reines [1], provides a robust signature and reduces the chance of misidentifying background
radiation as neutrino interactions.
The highly efficient 3He counter, widely available in the past, was an obvious choice for de-
tecting neutrons [2, 3]. It was typically deployed in conjunction with a large active mass of liquid
scintillator (LS), enclosed in large containers, that provided the ν¯e target. Detectors were com-
posed of alternating layers of neutron counters and target sections read out by photomultiplier
tubes (PMT). In most experiments, the rate of IBD coincidences was recorded but the Krasnoy-
arsk [4, 5], Rovno [6, 7] and Bugey [8, 9] experiments detected ν¯e using inert target volumes of
water or polyethylene and counted interactions based on the excess rate of neutron captures in
3He. This simple technique made the measurement of the inverse beta decay rate possible to a
precision of 2%.
More recent experiments have moved from segmented to homogeneous volumes of liquid scin-
tillators [10], doped LS+Li [11] and LS+Gd [12] to scale up the ν¯e target volume to several tonnes,
allowing measurements at kilometre-scale distance. The large volume of LS enables a good contain-
ment of the visible energy, a necessity for measuring the antineutrino energy spectrum with good
resolution. For these detectors, located underground, recent analyses have also shown that high
precision oscillation measurements can be achieved using neutron capture on hydrogen [13, 14].
1.2. Short-distance ν¯e detection
The re-evaluation of reactor ν¯e flux calculations that led to the so-called reactor anomaly [15,
16, 17] and the recent evidence for a deviation in the ν¯e energy spectrum shape, observed by three
short baseline experiments (∼ 1-2 km) [18, 19, 20], has put our understanding of the reactor flux
model into question. New measurements at reactors, at closer distances than ever before, are
needed to test possible explanations. The use of a highly segmented detector target to probe small
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length scale oscillations is mandatory, as is the ability to measure the ν¯e energy spectrum with
high precision, above ground and at a distance from the reactor core of around 10 m.
The challenges posed by operating a detector under these conditions include:
1. Cosmic-ray background radiation (neutrons, muons and hadrons) produced in the atmo-
sphere interacts in the detector orders of magnitude more frequently than the expected ν¯e
rate. The neutron and muon components are highly penetrating and can induce secondary
reactions such as spallation and activation, which result in time-correlated backgrounds that
are difficult to eliminate. Current experiments operate underground with an overburden of
at least 50 m water equivalent, which is not possible at most research reactor facilities.
2. High power research reactors are intense neutron and γ-ray sources, as this is usually their
primary purpose. These emissions scale with the antineutrino signal and can thus be difficult
to control, especially very close to the reactor core. The choice of experiment site, therefore
requires careful assessment and control of reactor background conditions.
3. The high level of safety and security at a reactor impacts the choice of the detector compon-
ents, the nature of the installation and the operational regime of the experiment.
Both the anomalous rate deficit and the distortion of the energy spectrum are deviations of 5 to
10% in amplitude and require therefore a detector capable of determining the antineutrino energy
to a few percent with a reconstruction that has minimum dependence on the visible energy and
the segmentation. Variations of detector response between cells after correction needs also to be at
the percent level. Going further, an absolute measurement could greatly improve the constraints
on both of these questions. At research reactor the current limit on absolute measurement is the
reactor power measurement which is of the order of 3-5%. An absolute neutron efficiency of a few
percent or less would provide sufficient accuracy for an absolute measurement to be made. As large
statistical samples are needed, an IBD efficiency above 30% would ensure that enough IBD events
are detected per reactor cycle and per year.
In the following sections we describe a new detector design that revisits the concept of a
segmented detector and addresses the key challenges for a high precision ν¯e detection at short
distance from a nuclear reactor. The detector technology is based on a combination of plastic and
inorganic scintillators with a segmentation and geometry that provides a high neutron detection
efficiency, an accurate energy measurement and maximises the signal-to-noise ratio for IBD events.
This detector technology will be used in a next generation very short baseline experiment called
SoLid (Search for Oscillations with a 6Li detector). The detector will be used to probe possible new
neutrino oscillation signals as a function of energy and distance from the source. The reduction
of detector size and complexity compared to current ν¯e detectors also makes this technology an
attractive option for future applications in reactor monitoring.
2. Detector concept
The basic detector cell consists of a cube of polyvinyltoluene (PVT) of (5 × 5 × 5) cm3 in
dimension, of which one or more faces are covered with thin sheets of 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) to capture
and detect the neutron. A schematic drawing of a cell is shown in Fig. 1. PVT is a mouldable
plastic scintillator with high light yield and excellent optical transparency. Here it also acts as
an effective moderator for neutrons. The cells are stacked in planar frames with a typical surface
area of O(1m2)and are arranged normal to detector-reactor axis. Several of these frames may be
grouped to provide the required target volume and instrumented baseline.
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The PVT provides a proton-rich ν¯e target and produces a prompt and rapidly decaying scin-
tillation signal due to the positron from the IBD reaction. The neutron, produced at the same
time, reaches thermal energies after scattering in the PVT over a period of up to hundreds of
microseconds and is subsequently captured in the 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) layer. The high neutron capture
cross-section of 6Li ensures that only a small fraction of neutrons are captured on hydrogen. The
scintillation signal of ZnS(Ag) is significantly longer in duration than that of PVT and this differ-
ence is used to identify neutron capture, as shown in Fig. 1. The IBD reaction products can thus
be distinguished using pulse shape information and the time difference between the positron and
neutron induced signals used for IBD selection against background. Due to the fine segmentation
of the detector, the spatial distribution of scintillation signals can also be exploited for background
reduction. This is discussed in later sections of this paper.
Figure 1: (Left) The PVT cube is covered with a layer of 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) and the assembly wrapped in a reflective
material. (Top right) Principle of ν¯e detection in a volume made of separated voxels: wavelength shifting fibres
placed in perpendicular orientations are used to collect the scintillation light from each cell of the array. (Bottom
right) Time spectrum of PVT and ZnS(Ag) scintillation, used to identify the IBD reaction products.
The scintillation light produced by both ZnS(Ag) and the PVT has wavelengths in the blue
visible spectrum centred around 420 nm. The light is captured due to internal reflection at the
PVT-air interface. The cube, along with its 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) layers, is wrapped in a reflective woven
polymer fabric to further enhance light capture and to avoid leakage of light to neighbouring cells.
The coupling between the neutron layer and the PVT cube, via a thin layer of air, also allows the
photons produced in the ZnS(Ag) to be captured. Some of the scintillation light is subsequently
trapped in wavelength shifting (WLS) fibres and re-emitted as green optical photons. The fibres
are of the BC-91A type from St Gobain with a square cross section of (3 × 3)mm2 and lie within
4
5 mm grooves in the faces of each cube, crossing each detector plane in perpendicular directions.
Placing the fibres onto two orthogonal faces of the cube enables the localisation of the scintillation
signal via a hodoscope technique.
The wavelength-shifted light travels via the fibres to a silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) from
Hamamatsu called MPPC model S12572-050P, with a surface area matching that of the fibre.
Each fibre has a SiPM which is optically coupled to one of the end of each fibre, with a mirror
attached to the other end. This technique has been successfully used in large detectors built for
long baseline neutrino experiments [21, 22] and has been proven to yield a uniform and robust
light transmission. The SiPM pulse amplitude spectrum has a quantised form, corresponding to
an integer number of single pixel avalanches (PA) triggered by the incoming photons.
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Figure 2: The distribution of relative efficiency of neutron capture and energy deposition of the positron and the
annihilation γ-rayshown across the detector volume for each detector plane and for one detector plane at position 11
close the middle of the volume.
The components described above allow for a relatively inexpensive and modular tonne-scale
detector system that provides adequate containment of the neutron capture scintillation signal –
around a hundred times better than a LS + Gd detector, in terms of the volume needed to contain
the scintillation signal – and a robust and precise three-dimensional positioning of both positrons
and neutrons. To illustrate these capabilities a large sample of IBD interactions was simulated in a
1 m3 SoLid detector, comprising 20 detection planes with a surface of 1 m2 each. The Geant4 [23]
package was used for simulation. Fig. 2 shows three distributions: the fraction of the energy
deposited by the positron, the fraction of energy deposited by the annihilation γ-ray and the
neutron capture efficiency across the 20 detector planes. The distributions are shown both for IBD
event vertices uniformly distributed over the detector volume and for IBD vertices confined to the
centre plane of the detector (plane number 11). The simulation of neutron capture and transport
was validated using the MCNP framework [24] and agreement with the Geant4 predictions was
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observed at a level of better than 5%.
The first set of distributions shows that the efficiency of capture of the neutron and detection
of the positron is uniform throughout the detector, except for the planes located at the very edge.
The 511 keV γ-ray produced by the annihilation of the positron are not well contained due to their
large range (approximately 30 cm) in PVT. The second set of curves indicates that an IBD event
is spatially very well contained within the detector: the positron will deposit most of its energy
in the cell where the IBD reaction took place, whilst the neutron is very likely to be detected
in a neighbouring cell. This spatial containment of the IBD event can be exploited to reduce
time-correlated backgrounds and to obtain a statistical measure of the direction of the ν¯e. The
containment of the products of the IBD reaction in a small number of cells maximises the usable
volume provided by the detector. Because the annihilation γ-ray have a low energy and a weaker
correlation with the IBD interaction point, they can not be so easily used in the reconstruction
of the positron energy. However these characteristics may be used to help identify the positron
signal.
An additional layer of neutron moderator around the detector volume may be added to improve
the homogeneity of the neutron capture efficiency across the detector, at the cost of a minimal
increase in size. Simulation results show that the addition of a 5 cm polyethylene neutron reflector,
surrounding the whole detector volume, improves the overall neutron capture efficiency by 7% and
by 30% in the layers closest to the edge of the detector.
3. Neutron detection
3.1. Neutron identification
Neutrons are detected using micro-composite 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) ‘ND screen’ scintillator screens
from Scintacor [25]. The neutron capture reaction on 6Li is :
n + 6Li→ 3H + α + 4.78 MeV. (2)
This reaction has a high capture cross-section for thermal neutrons (936 barns compared to
0.33 barns for hydrogen). The large number of 6Li atoms present in the screen results in a substan-
tial probability of capture per neutron crossing. The 6Li decay products have sufficient kinetic
energy to travel a few tens of microns in the mixture and excite surrounding ZnS grains. As the
quenching factor of the inorganic ZnS(Ag) scintillator is small, discrimination between neutron
capture events and excitation by γ-ray and charged particles is possible. The high density of ion-
isation energy following neutron capture leads to a large population of excited states, with a wide
range of recombination transitions to the ground state. The resulting signal exhibits a sharp rising
edge and a relatively long tail lasting several microseconds. Excitation by lighter and less intensely
ionising particles results in a lower energy density, populating only states with lower excitation
energy, which have a shorter decay time of less than 100 ns, similar to the PVT signal. Typical
examples of overall scintillation response to charged particles and neutrons are shown in Fig. 3,
recorded in a single detector cell exposed to a moderated AmBe source and read out by two fibres.
An example of pulse shape discrimination based on time over threshold is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The fast signals are located in the horizontal band at the bottom and the neutron capture popu-
lation is in the band with a higher number of samples over threshold. The saturation seen at high
value of time over threshold is due to the fixed sampling duration of the acquisition system, which
was around 5 microseconds and smaller than the long decay time component of the ZnS.
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Figure 3: Typical charged particle signal in ZnS or PVT (top) and a neutron signal waveform occuring in the
6LiF:ZnS(Ag) sheet (bottom). The blue and red curves represent the waveforms detected by SiPMs connected to
two different optical fibres crossing a single cell in perpendicular directions.
A consequence of the large number of continuously-sampled channels for a massive fine granu-
larity detector is an extreme high recorded data rate; for the detector geometry described earlier,
around 0.5 Tbit/s (for a desired sampling rate of 40 MHz). Selective and robust neutron pulse
recognition techniques (e.g. [26, 27]) must therefore be implemented in a real-time trigger system
based on Field Programmable Gate Arrays.
3.2. Neutron capture efficiency
The theoretical capture efficiency for 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) screens is a function of their thickness and
6LiF to ZnS ratio. A typical layer with a molecular ratio of 1:2 and a thickness of 250µm has
a probability of capture of around 26% per neutron crossing according to manufacturer data. In
the proposed detector design the IBD neutron may cross the same screen more than once through
multiple scatters on protons, which raises the IBD neutron capture efficiency. The neutrons may
also be captured by the hydrogen of the PVT or escape from the detector through the air gaps
around the fibres. Neutron capture efficiency may be increased by the addition of multiple screens
around the faces of the PVT cubes. The increase of 6Li content per voxel also reduces the mean
capture time. Table 1 shows the simulated 6Li capture efficiency (both on lithium-6 and hydrogen)
and mean capture time on lithium-6 for IBD neutrons in configurations with a different number of
neutron screens per cube.
3.3. Neutron capture uniformity
The area of neutron absorber screen required to equip a tonne-scale detector is of the order of a
few tens of square metres. In order to achieve the required few percent accuracy in neutron detection
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Figure 4: Demonstration of a pulse discrimination method based on the number of samples above a chosen threshold
and the pulse amplitude for a detector cell exposed to an AmBe source. The horizontal band corresponds to PVT
and ZnS signals produced by recoil protons and γ-ray. Neutron events can be seen on the upper part of the figure.
Table 1: Impact of number of 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) sheets on the neutron capture efficiency on lithium-6, mean capture
time on lithium-6 and efficiency of capture on hydrogen.
Number of 6Li capture Mean capture n capture on H
6LiF:ZnS(Ag) sheets eff. time (µs) eff.
1 0.51 102 0.28
2 0.66 65 0.17
3 0.73 49 0.12
efficiency calibration, it is necessary to have a highly uniform capture probability throughout the
detector. 6Li content and screen thickness are important parameters affecting this uniformity and
the effect of variation in these parameters was studied with a Geant4 detector simulation.
The dependence of the neutron capture efficiency and the time of capture as a function of
screen thickness for a fixed 6Li concentration are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively for the
nominal value of 6Li concentration according to the manufacturer. The same quantities, as a
function of 6Li concentration for a fixed screen thickness, are shown in figs. 7 and 8. In each case,
the dependence is compatible with a linear one and this can be used to convert the uncertainty
in manufacturing parameters into uncertainties on the capture efficiency and capture time. A
10% variation in concentration and thickness, compatible with tolerances provided by the screen
manufacturer, results in a 1% and 4% variation in capture efficiency and capture time, respectively.
The small dependence on the 6Li content and screen thickness means that a tonne-scale detector
with very high neutron capture uniformity can be realistically built using this technique.
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Figure 5: Simulated neutron capture efficiency as a function of the screen thickness for a fixed 6Li concentration of
3.49×1020 atoms/cm2.
3.4. Neutron light yield
The neutron detection efficiency depends on the light collection scheme adopted in the detector.
If the number of photons detected is low, it is challenging to implement an efficient pulse-shape-
based neutron trigger. Despite a large scintillation yield of up to 175 k optical photons [28] per
neutron capture, a substantial fraction of these photons will be lost due to attenuation in the
screen, due to internal reflection losses and absorption in the PVT and due to light losses in the
optical fibre. Typical waveforms like the one presented in Fig. 3 indicate that around a hundred
photons distributed over tens of microseconds will reach the photon detector. This results in large
statistical fluctuations that complicates detection by conventional threshold methods.
Fig. 9 shows the distribution of neutron peak amplitudes, measured with a 0.75 inch Philips
XP1911/UV photomultiplier tube directly coupled to a PVT cell, on the opposite face to a 250µm
thickness neutron screen. The signal was shaped and amplified with an Ortec 474 spectroscopic
amplifier (no differentiation, integration time constant 500 ns) and was digitised with a CAEN
v1720 analogue to digital converter. The PMT signal was used to trigger recording of the light
collected by a 8 cm long WLS fibre with an attached SiPM. When triggering with a very low PMT
threshold, a nearly unbiased neutron amplitude spectrum can be obtained for the SiPMs and is
shown in Fig. 10. The SiPM amplitude spectrum peaks at 4 to 5 pixel avalanches (PA), with a
substantial fraction of events below 3 PA amplitude.
A trigger scheme based on a simple amplitude threshold is difficult to implement in practice,
especially with a SiPM dark noise rate that can be as high as hundred of kHz at a low pixel
avalanche threshold. Therefore, a triggering method that exploits the full structure of the pulse is
required for an efficient but sufficiently selective neutron trigger.
4. Energy measurement
4.1. Detector light yield
An accurate measurement of the energy in IBD interactions requires good light yield and
uniformity of detector response. Achieving high light yield requires care in light collection, as the
geometric acceptance of the fibre is small and the probability of photon capture in the fibre is low
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Figure 6: Simulated neutron capture time as a function of the screen thickness for a fixed 6Li concentration of
3.49×1020 atoms/cm2. The capture time can be expressed as the mean of the distribution of capture times (red) and
as the value below which 95% of all the capture times are contained (blue).
(5% for double-clad fibres). It is therefore important to maximise reflectivity in the PVT cube and
to optimise the coupling between optical components. A test bench has been set up to measure the
light yield for various reflective materials and different types of surface treatment of the cubes and
to compare different types of fibres and mirroring techniques. The setup is illustrated in Fig. 11.
A 207Bi source is used to provide a mono-energetic electron signal from its 1064 keV conversion
electron decay, detected by a thin scintillator read out by two PMTs. The PMT coincidence signal
is then used as a trigger logic to start the acquisition of SiPM signals at each end of a fibre. The
measured pulse height spectrum is shown in Fig. 12 with a clear maximum at 14 PA, corresponding
to the electron energy.
A different configuration, with four fibres coupled along two axes, with a SiPM at one end and a
mirror at the other, gives a light yield of 40 PA/MeV from the sum of the fibre ends. This number
can be used to estimate the energy resolution of the detector cell with an optimally adjusted SiPM
operating voltage, of 14%/
√
E(MeV). This resolution is dominated by statistical fluctuations due
to the limited number of collected photons at low energies. This four-fibre setup produces a good
uniformity of the light yield across each detector plane (Fig. 13); the largest variation from the
centre of the detector to the edge for a full-size detector is expected to be less than 10%.
4.2. Energy reconstruction
The ν¯e energy is estimated from the measurement of the positron energy in the detector. The
positron annihilates and the visible energy is given by:
Evis = Te + 2Me, (3)
where Te is the positron kinetic energy and 2Me is the measured energy from the two 511 keV
annihilation photons. In a large scintillator detector the whole visible energy is used to estimate
the positron energy. However, in the case of a segmented detector as proposed here, an alternative
method can be used to estimate the positron energy. The deposits due to the annihilation photons
may be excluded through a spatial cut and the visible energy (corresponding to the positron kinetic
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Figure 7: Simulated efficiency of neutron capture as a function of 6Li content. The thickness of the neutron screen
is kept constant at a value of 262 microns.
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Figure 8: Simulated neutron capture time as a function of the 6Li content. The thickness of the neutron screen is
kept constant at a value of 262 micron. The capture time is expressed in the same way as in Fig. 6.
energy alone) added to the positron mass:
Ee = Te +Me +Ecorr, (4)
where the correction Ecorr is an average value taking into account the contamination from anni-
hilation photon energy deposited in the vicinity of the positron and the loss of energy in dead
materials between cubes. Its value can be estimated accurately with simulation and cross-checked
with calibration data. The difference between the true positron energy and the quantity measured
using this technique is shown in Fig. 14. When summing over only the two cells with the highest
energy deposition, the correction Ecorr becomes relatively small (below 10%) across the relevant
energy range. This result combined with the small correction to be applied on light attenuation
in the fibre and a precise SiPM gain equalisation means that the energy reconstruction can be
controlled at the level of a few percents and constitutes a small systematic error on the energy
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Figure 9: Peak amplitude distribution of neutron signals produced by a 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) screen recorded with a PMT,
shown in ADC counts.
measurement.
This strategy also reduces the effect of energy spread on the statistical component of the
energy resolution. A coarser segmentation would result in more γ-ray energy being included in
the energy estimator adding a source of significant variation to the measurement. Fig. 15 illustrates
this point in the extreme case of summing the energy of mono-energetic positrons over all voxels
(red distributions) and adding a Gaussian energy smearing of 6%/
√
E(MeV), typical of large
volume detectors. These results are compared to the estimator introduced in this section. Despite
a larger energy smearing for the proposed estimator, the energy estimator is less biased and the
distributions have a comparable width. This result shows that, in the case of a relatively small
segmented detector, the energy reconstruction technique is as important as the intrinsic per-channel
energy resolution.
5. Antineutrino detection
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed SoLid detector and to provide objective
guidance for the optimisation of detector, trigger and reconstruction, a preliminary set of IBD
selection criteria have been established based on simulation studies.
A Geant4 simulation of a cubic metre detector was performed, with ν¯e interactions generated
uniformly in the detector’s PVT volume. Signal selection criteria are based on the time difference
between positron and neutron signals, ∆t, the energy of the positron signal, the distance between
neutron and positron cell, ∆Rne and a measure of the spatial extent of the prompt signal energy
deposit, ∆Ree.
In reactor experiments, two type of backgrounds are commonly encountered:
1. Accidental background, due to time coincidence between a prompt signal (γ-ray) and a
neutron signal close enough in time to be associated. The two signals are unconnected in
origin and for instance could originate from fission processes in the reactor, from activation
of material in the reactor hall, or from natural radioactivity present in the building.
2. Correlated background, due to a prompt and neutron signal originating from a common
source, such as nuclear decay of radioactive elements or a fast neutron entering the detector.
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Figure 11: Experimental setup to measure the detector cell light yield.
Since the SoLid detector operates without significant overburden, neutrons induced by cosmic
rays in the atmosphere are used as a representative correlated background. They are simulated
using a realistic spectrum [29] with a capture rate of a few Hz in a one-tonne detector. The γ-
ray energy spectrum used to calculate the random background is proportional to 1/E2 and the
total rate of γ-ray above 1 MeV entering the detector is 10 kHz. The coincidence time window is
250µs. The simulation uses a configuration of two 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) screens per cube and the detector
is surrounded by a 5 cm polyethylene moderator, resulting in a neutron capture efficiency of 71%.
No additional shielding is present around the detector.
A simple selection analysis was performed for IBD events and the two classes of background.
The details of the selection cuts and the survival probabilities of each category are shown in Table 2.
The optimisation of cut values is made assuming a neutron efficiency of 54% for IBD events,
taking into account a neutron detection efficiency of 0.80, expected to be achievable with an
appropriate trigger strategy. The neutron efficiency for background events is 24% and lower than
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Figure 12: SiPM signal response to a 207Bi electron signal.
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Figure 13: Light output per cube summed over fibres running along X and Y axes.
signal events due to the wider range of atmospheric neutron kinetic energy. This study indicates
that analysis cuts that combine precise spatial and timing information can reduce substantially
both categories of backgrounds by roughly a factor of a hundred for accidental background and a
factor of ten for correlated background.
For a detector like the one used in SoLid, located at a distance of 6.5 m of the BR2 reactor
operated at 60 MW thermal power, around 630 IBD events can be detected per day (7.3 × 10−3
Hz) after all cuts. The accidental background rate in this case is 5 Hz and the rate of correlated
background is 0.48 Hz based on the Monte Carlo efficiency. After all cuts are applied the combined
background rate is 0.09 Hz corresponding to a S:B of 1:10. This is a very significant reduction
achieved through the use of the segmentation. Unfortunately lowering the background by another
order of magnitude is only possible with passive neutron shielding and all experiments operating
close to the surface have to use both ways of mitigating the background.
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Figure 14: Distribution of the positron initial energy (black line) from simulation and the reconstructed energy
using the two voxels containing the highest energy deposit (blue histogram). The bottom figure shows the relative
difference of the two distributions.
6. Conclusions
We have presented a design for a new compact composite scintillator detector based on
6LiF:ZnS(Ag) and PVT intended for measuring IBD interactions with percent level precision.
The detector makes efficient use of the total available target volume by detecting IBD positron
and neutron close to the interaction point, providing both good position resolution and large back-
ground rejection. Simulation studies and experimental tests have shown that this design provides
a high neutron capture efficiency of up to 73%, an IBD efficiency of 42% and a light yield that
translates into an intrinsic energy resolution of 14%/
√
E(MeV). It was also shown that a large
scale system can be built that has very with good uniformity of response using readily available
scintillator products. Despite the small size of the detector, an energy estimator that does not
degrade the energy resolution due to reconstruction can be implemented with the chosen segment-
ation. This fine granularity also provides a new way of rejecting the main IBD backgrounds, which
combined with passive shielding, can provide a S:B of 1:1 close to the BR2 reactor core.
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Figure 15: The residual energy correction Ecorr for positrons of kinetic energy (1, 3, 5) MeV. The red histograms
show the correction to the visible energy obtained by integrating over all detector voxels in a 1m3 detector and
the blue histograms show the corrections when the visible energy is reconstructed by summing only the two most
energetic deposits in the detector.
Table 2: Cumulative survival probability obtained from simulated IBD events and two main backgrounds.
Cut Survival probability (%)
IBD Cosmic n Random
Eem ≥ 1.0MeV 46 15 12
min(∆Rne) ≤ 3 cubes 44 10 0.32
max(∆Ree) ≤ 1 cube 42 2.8 0.23
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